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DCPB-1000 PUSH BUTTON INSTRUCTIONS 
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OPTIONAL WIRING & SETTING OF ~ELAY 
NOTE: This section only applies if you are wiring 
accessories to the door chime. 

Normally open 

Normally closed 

,r -=v ¥,,,, 'sing a small 
driver, press the 

lever and insert the wire inside the hole. 
Then release the lever to hold the wire. 

Relay output control 
Slide the switch to the 'On' position to activate the relay 
when zone 4 receives a trigger signal. Slide ~he switch to 
the 'Off' position to deactivate the relay. 
Output duration switch 
Slide the switch to the'2' position for a 2 secohd activation 
and the '5' position for a 5 second activation flwhen zone 4 
receives a trigger signal. 

CODE MATCHING &TONE SELECTION 
Entering learning mode 
Press and hold the 'Learn
ing' button for 3 seconds. 
The LED #1 will flash indi
cating that zone 1 is ready 
to be programmed. To 
program zones 2-4, press 

Zone I .-.-;-:... l 
LEDs 

Melody 
selector 

the 'Learning' button ~-- Learning 
again to cycle through button 

each zone. Then press the 'Melody' button to select one of 18 melodies/ 
tones. Then activate the transmitter to learn the new code. 

The Siren melody is intended for use as a panic button and will sound 
for one minute. 

After selecting the zone and melody, press the remote button once (the 
remote button must be within 3 feet of the chime when programming.) 
If the coding is successful, the chime will generate a short tone. 
If another LED lights up, this remote button is already programmed on 
the zone that lights up. 

Delete the remote button on the chime memory 
Enter the learning mode. Press the 'Learning' button to select the zone 
you want to delete. Press and hold both the 'Leaning' button and the 
'Melody' buttons 3 seconds. The chime will generate a tone to indicate 
the remote on this zone has been deleted. 

Change the melody/tone on desired zone 
Enter the learning mode. Press the 'Learning' button to select the 
zone you want to change. Press the 'Melody' button to select the new 
melody/tone and then push the remote button for the selected zone. 
You will hear a tone to indicate the melody has been changed. 

Reset button 
Pressing the 'Reset' button will stop the chime and light after the unit has 
been activated. 
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